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age of 17. He was THE FIRST WRESTLER in the world with 1500 Primera Division four consecutive times and taking his club to
wins and only 2 lost matches.
Champions League glory in 1992. At World Cup 1994, Hristo
Stoichkov was awarded the Golden boot as the top goal scorer of
JUMP HEIGHT
the tournament as he miraculously led Bulgaria to the semi-finals.
World record of jump height is of the Bulgarian high
jumper
STEFKA
VASKO VASSILEV is a Bulgarian musician, violinist.
KOSTADINOVA.
At 23, he became the youngest leader and first ever Concertmaster
The
30.08.1987
of the Royal Opera House in London, where he continues to work.
at
the
World
Championship
in
athletics
in
Rome, Italy, Stefka
Kostadinova
set
the world record:
2.09 m (6 ft 10¼ in)
which so far has not
improved.
She was born in Plovdiv, Bulgaria.
ALBENA DENKOVA and MAXIM STAVISKI
of Bulgaria won their second consecutive
World title at the 2007 World Figure For the last 3 years, he has held the position of Creative Producer
Skating Championship in Japan.
of the Royal Opera House.
YORDAN YOVCHEV is arguably the finest
men’s gymnast alive. In his collection
he has four gold medals from World
Gysnastics Championships, four Olympic
medals (one silver, and three bronze),
three gold medals from European
Championships and many, many others.
Yordan Yovchev was born
on
February
24,
1973
in
Plovdiv,
Bulgaria.
In 2006, Yordan Yovchev was
officially announced as one
of the greatest gymnasts in
the history of the sport by the
International Federation.

BULGARIAN SONG FLIES IN SPACE
The Bulgarian folk song “Izlel e Delio Haydutin” was sent in deep
space on the board of the US space probe - “Voyager -1” as part
of a collection of our civilization’s finest cultural artifacts – a
message to alien intelligence.
It is expected that Valia Balkanska’s voice will be played in space
for at least 60,000 years more.

IVET LALOVA is a famous Bulgarian athlete. She was born on
May 18, 1984 in a
sports family.
After winning a
couple of European
gold medals, in
2004 she runs 100
m for 10.77 sec to
become the fastest
white woman on the
planet.
HRISTO STOICHKOV is the most successful Bulgarian soccer
player of all time.
He
debuted
in
professional
football with CSKA
Sofia
and
was
later spotted by
European
giant
FC
Barcelona.
All these facts were collected by Rossitsa Kostova & Dimitrina
Stoitchkov earned
Bakalova
global acclaim after
Assenovgrad, Bulgaria
winning the Spanish
Edited in Assenovgrad, Bulgaria. With the ﬁnancial support from the Lifelong Learning Programme of the European Commission
Contract № LLP – 2012 - COM 06- 06983 1
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Balance of one year:
We are now on our fifth mobility to Lisbon and we are all as enthusiastic as ever! Our Portuguese
coordinator, Teresa, asked all partners to make a presentation on the topic “Our footprint in the world”
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FRANCE : OUR FOOTPRINT IN THE WORLD

PORTUGAL: OUR FOOTPRINT IN THE WORLD

France has always participated in the enrichment of the world
heritage in many areas (arts, sports ...) and saw many scientists
rise and contribute to discoveries of global interest.
Concerning the painting, Eugene Delacroix and Claude Monet
were precursors for romanticism and impressionism painting
and influenced other French and foreign artists.
Molière and Victor Hugo have meanwhile written Works which
remained and were sometimes adapted worldwide.
Lully, composer under Louis XIV influenced European music
of his time and gardens “à la française “ Le Nôtre are made
worldwide.
In the field of inventions, many French people have contributed
to innovations such as the cinema for the « Les frères Lumiere »,
cars (Cugnot), aviation (Bleriot), the tire (Michelin) and Reading
for the blind (Braille).
We must also remember that the football World Cup was
invented by a French (Jules Rimet), and the modern Olympic
Games (Pierre de Coubertin) too.
French scientists are also the source of many discoveries
and advances: Pasteur (vaccination), Pierre and Marie Curie
(radiation research), Cuvier, Lamarck and Buffon have made
observations and statements in which Darwin based himself
to establish his theory of evolution. Lavoisier was at the origin
of the periodic table of elements, Pascal and Descartes made a
great contribution in different fields (mathematics, physics and
philosophy). Finally Professor Cabrol was the first surgeon in
the world to successfully transplant a heart.
The French people have also something to do with the
international metric system, the production of Champagne,
the pressure cooker, the helicopter, the bleach, the first blood
transfusion and the first face transplant.
Lafayette was the first white man to emancipate a black slave, he
was also at the initiative of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights and has exported his ideas to the United States, playing
a decisive role in the war of independence and the emergence of
a modern power. As for Napoleon, he is at the origin of the Civil
Code, which was used as the basis in many countries.
Currently, France is often considered as the country of Human
Rights and world influence through membership in the UN and
NATO.

Lisbon, capital of Portugal, is the oldest state nation in
Europe with its present borders defined in 1249.
The mild climate, the fertile soils, the proximity to the sea
was the grounds for the many peoples in ancient times
that passed by to leave their cultural traces, which are
considered world’s heritage of humanity. The name of
Lisbon has its origins Ulisses, hero of the Odyssey who has
once stopped here. Ulisses Olissipo the ancient name of the
city.
Our culture is a result of the fusion of the best of each people
that have passed by Lisbon.
We are Romans, Jews, Arabs and Celts, we have curly hair
and almond eyes, freckles and sun tanned skin. That’s why
we have tiles, our gastronomy and the fado.
Lisbon is situated in the Tagus estuary, the river that led us
into the world.
We crossed all oceans and revealed worlds and peoples
that no one has heard about before.
In the 15 and 16th century we settled in every continent,
having built empires with possessions in Africa, South
America, Asia and Oceania. We left behind churches,
palaces and forts. We kept in our hearts what others gave or
lent us. It is the reason why we are proud to be Portuguese.
We built fragile vessels, invented sailing instruments. We
learnt how to read the stars and we defied the unknown.
It were the Portuguese navigators that, with their courage,
made “the seas unite and never separate”(Fernando
Pessoa-Portuguese writer). It was the Portuguese navigator,
Ferdinand Magallean, the first to sail around the globe.
With the 25th April (democratic revolution) we returned to
Europe. We got a new freedom and gave independence to
the peoples we were part of Portugal. We then opened our
doors again in a different and happier way. We started to
welcome people from all over the world.
We are friendly, we like to welcome those who visit us and
make them feel great. We have nice things to offer and
enjoy sharing them.
We have smiles, landscapes, hugs, friendship, beaches, sun,
poetry and fado.
Maria de Fátima Duarte
Maria do Rosário Pedreira

Marianne Crogny, French coordinator
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BULGARIA: “OUR FOOTPRINT IN THE WORLD”
SOME INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT BULGARIA
BULGARIA is one of the oldest European countries
and is the only one that hasn’t changed its name
ever since it was founded.
FIRST SLAVIANIC ALPHABET CREATED BY CYRIL
AND METHODIUS
The Bulgarians were the first people to use the CYRILLIC alphabet
immediately after
the inception in the
IX century.
Today the Cyrillic
alphabet is the third
official alphabet of
the EU.
According to the statistics, BULGARIA ranks
third in Europe only after Greece and Italy
for the number of its valuable archaeological
monuments.
THE OLDEST GOLDEN TREASURE in the
world
was found in BULGARIA (in 294 graves were
discovered more than 3000 golden objects
dating back 6000 years.)
The Thracian Chalcolithic Necropolis found
in Varna (Bulgaria) is “the world’s oldest gold” and an evidence
of “Europe’s most ancient civilization” say archaeologists.
PROTOTYPE OF THE MODERN COMPUTER
The inventor of the first electronic computer
“ABC” JOHN VINCENT ATANASOFF
is of Bulgarian origin. Professor John Atanasoff
together with his student Cliff Berry built the
world’s first electronic digital computer at Iowa
State University, between 1939 and 1942.
PROTOTYPE OF THE WORLD’S FIRST
ELECTRONIC WRISTWATCH
In 1971, the Bulgarian inventor,
engineer and scientist PETAR PETROFF
presented the prototype of the world’s
first digital wristwatch, named “Pulsar”.
He was born on 21st October 1919 in Berkovitsa, Bulgaria. Since
1963 he worked at NASA on the programme “Äpollo”. In 1968 he
started his own business. The first electronic watch was released
in 1971. With the “Pulsar” Petar Petroff is considered one of the
most prolific inventors of the twentieth century.
ASSEN JORDANOFF One of the Creators of
USA Civil Aviation, constructor of Boeing
THIRD WING IN THE AIRCRAFT
In 1915 the Bulgarian aeronautic engineer
Assen Jordanoff constructed the FIRST
BULGARIAN engine plane. FOR THE FIRST
TIME IN THE WORLD, in aircraft. Assen
Jordanoff introduced the “third wing” and
was one of the founders of the airbags.
The world’s first airliner Transport Douglas
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DC-3 (Douglas DC-3), was invented
by Assen Jordanoff . He was the chief
designer of the Douglas DC-3.
The answering machine - also invented by
Assen Yordanoff. Grandfather of today’s
answering machine was wireless phone
Jordanoff who had Secretary Amplifier and an opportunity for a
conference call. Assen Jordanoff
was born in Sofia in 1896.
He is world famous Bulgarian
and his name was inscribed
in book honorary citizens of
New York, and his portrait is on
display in the “Hall of Fame” in
New York, the airport Laguardia.
G E O R G I
NADJAKOV,
a Bulgarian physicist- academic, discovered
the photoelectronic state of substances in
1937 which is essential
to modern photocopying
and gained him a place
in the world history of
physics and techniques.
THE YOGHURT
In 1905. Dr. STAMEN GRIGOROFF
discovers the lactic acid bacteria
“LACTOBACILLUS BULGARICUS”. It is
used to produce the unique Bulgarian
yogurt. Today the official name of
this microorganism is: Lactobacillus
delbureckii subsp. bulgaricus Grigoroff 1905.
DIMITAR SASSELOV- In 2003
the Bulgarian astronomer and
his team discovered the most
distant planet. It is 5000 light
years away from the Sun. It’s
located in the constellation of
Sagittarius and is called OGLETR-56b.
IVAN (John) NOTCHEV - constructed the engines for the lunar
module used during the first landing on the Moon.
VESELIN TOPALOV is a Bulgarian chess
grandmaster.
Topalov became the FIDE World Chess
Champion by winning the FIDE World Chess
Championship in 2005.
YORDANKA DONKOVA is a former hurdling
athlete.
She set four world records in 1986. Her fifth, a
100 m. hurdles time of 12.21 set in 1988, is still
the current world record.
DAN KOLOFF was a famous Bulgarian wrestler
and a national hero of Bulgaria. Born in the
village of Sennik, Bulgaria on December 27,
1892,
Koloff immigrated to the United States at the
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SWEDEN: OUR FOOTPRINT IN THE WORLD
Pupils, Process and Progress – Footprints
The theme, Our Footprint in the World, has put us to work straight
away. It’s an exciting subject where we get to look at the outside
world and ourselves. It’s about being aware of the affect we have
on the world. With this, we deal with the questions “Who are we
and what have we done that is good for the world we live in?” In
the group, consisting of 16 pupils, we have discussed this and
thought about the historical progression. We’ve started to realize
that this subject can be discussed for all eternity. Although we’ve
had lively discussions concerning presentations with technical
aid, the pupils are more interested in doing oral presentations.
Four students in the International Profile will be attending the
trip to Lisbon. These four students now have the task of discussing
the subject further – to narrow down the subject and focusing on
the thing they are going to present. They have considered using
the footprint of music, but also the power of innovation, i.e. how
we Swedes have influenced the world with music and innovation
oriented thinking.
As of right now, the pupils are tenaciously working with the
theme and are finding it both challenging and very interesting.
Let us all look forward to a fruitful encounter where the various
EU-countries’ representatives present their own country and its
footprints in our world.
by Levente Pap, Swedish coordinator

Polish footprint in the world

movement. In 1983 he won the Nobel Peace Prize and served as
President of Poland between 1990 and 1995.

3.Jerzy Buzek

Jerzy Buzek - polish engineer,
academic lecturer and politician
who was the ninth post-Cold
War Prime Minister of Poland
from 1997 to 2001. He has been
a member of the European
Parliament since 13 June 2004,
and he was elected as President of
the European Parliament on 14 July 2009, succeeding Hans-Gert
Pöttering.

1. Fryderyk Chopin

Composers

Fryderyk Chopin - was a Polish composer and
virtuoso pianist. He is widely consideredas
the one of the greatest Romantic piano
composers. His piano works are often
technically demanding, and expressive depth
and emphasizing nuance. Chopin invented
the instrumental ballade and made major
innovations to the piano sonata, mazurka,
waltz, nocturne, polonaise, étude, impromptu, scherzo and
prélude.

2. Krzysztof Penderecki

Krzysztof Penderecki - is
a Polish composer and
Poles are well known on the whole world. They became famous
conductor. According to
on many fields, like: science, music, politics or sport. Here are only
The Guardian, Penderecki
some of our most prominent representatives.
has been called Poland’s
greatest living composer.
Statesmen
[1] Among his best known
works are his Threnody to
1.Pope John Paul II
the Victims of Hiroshima,
Pope John Paul II - was born as Karol
St. Luke Passion, Polish Requiem, four operas, eight symphonies
Wojtyła, reined as Pope of the Catholic
and other orchestral pieces, a variety of instrumental concertos,
Church from 1978 until his death in 2005.
choral settings of mainly religious texts, as well as chamber and
He is claimed as one of the most influential
instrumental works. Penderecki has won several prestigious
leaders of the 20th century. He is credited
awards, including the Commander’s Cross in 1964, the Prix Italia
with helping to end Communist rule in
in 1967 and 1968, the Knight’s Cross of the Order of Polonia
his native Poland and eventually all of
Restituta in 1964, three Grammy Awards in 1987, 1998 and 2001,
Europe. John Paul II significantly improved
and the Grawemeyer Award for Music Composition in 1992.
the Catholic Church’s relations with
Judaism, Islam, the Eastern Orthodox Church, and the Anglican 3.Zbigniew Preisner
Communion. He was one of the most traveled world leaders in Zbigniew Preisner - is a Polish film
history, visiting 129 countries during his pontificate. A key goal of score composer. He has won a
his papacy was to transform and reposition the Catholic Church. number of other awards, including
His wish was “to place his Church at the heart of a new religious another César in 1994 for Three
alliance that would bring together Jews, Muslims and Christians Colors: Red, and the Silver Bear
in a great armada”.
from the 47th Berlin International
Film Festival 1997 for The Island
on Bird Street.
2.Lech Wałęsa
Lech Wałęsa polish politician,
trade-union organizer, and humanScientists
rights activist. In August 1980 he was
Mikołaj Kopernik - was a Renaissance
instrumental in political negotiations
mathematician and astronomer who
that led to the ground-breaking Gdańsk
formulated a heliocentric model of
Agreement between striking workers
the universe which placed the Sun,
and the government. He became a corather than the Earth, at the center.
founder of the Solidarity trade-union
The publication of Copernicus’ book,
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De revolutionibus orbium coelestium (On the Revolutions of the
Celestial Spheres), just before his death in 1543, is considered a
major event in the history of science. It began the Copernican
Revolution and contributed importantly to the rise of the ensuing
Scientific Revolution.

1. Maria Skłodowska – Curie

Maria Skłodowska – Curie - was a Polish physicist and chemist,
working mainly in France, who is famous for her pioneering
research on radioactivity. She was
the first woman to win a Nobel Prize,
the only woman to win in two fields,
and the only person to win in multiple
sciences. She was also the first female
professor at the University of Paris (La
Sorbonne), and in 1995 became the
first woman to be entombed on her
own merits in Paris’ Panthéon.

1. Adam Małysz

Sportsmen

Adam Małysz - is a former Polish
ski jumper, one of the most
successful ski jumpers in the
history of the sport. The most
important of Małysz’s successes
are 4 individual Olympic Games
medals, 4 individual World
Championships gold medals, 4 individual World Cup titles, 39
individual competition wins and 92 podiums in total.

2. Robert Kubica

Robert Kubica – is a Polish
racing driver. He became the
first Polish driver to compete
in Formula One. Between 2006
and 2009 he drove for the BMW
Sauber F1 team, promoted from
test driver to race driver during
2006. In June 2008, Kubica took
his maiden F1 victory in the Canadian Grand Prix, becoming the
99th driver to win a World Championship race.

3. Justyna Kowalczyk

Justyna Kowalczyk -is a Polish
cross country skier who has been
competing since 2000. Kowalczyk
is an Olympic Champion and a
double World Champion. She is
also the only skier who won the
Tour de Ski four times in a row
and one of two female skiers, who won the FIS Cross-Country
World Cup three times in a row. Kowalczyk holds the all-time
record for the most wins in Tour de Ski with 14 competitions won
and 29 podiums in total.

4. Robert Lewandowski

Robert Lewandowski - is a
Polish footballer who plays
for German Bundesliga club
Borussia Dortmund and the
Poland
national
football
team as a striker. He joined
Dortmund in 2010.

5.Irena Szewińska

Irena Szewińska – she was one of the world’s foremost athletes

for nearly two decades, in multiple
events. In the 1974 season, she became
the first woman to break the 50.0
second barrier for 400 meters, and she
set a new world record of 22.21 for 200
meters. As of 2004, she is the head of
the Polish Federation of Athletics and
a member of the International Olympic
Committee. On 3 August 2005, she was
elected as the third woman to the IAAF
(International Association of Athletics
Federations) Council during the first session of the 45th IAAF
Congress in Helsinki.

6.Andrzej Gołota

Andrzej Gołota - is
a Polish boxer with
nickname “Last White
Hope”. He won a bronze
medal at the 1988
Olympic Games in Seoul
and is a four-time world
heavyweight title challenger. Golota had 111 wins in an amateur
career that culminated in his winning a bronze
medal at the
1988 Seoul Olympics.

Writers

1.Władysław Stanisław Reymont

Władysław Stanisław Reymont - was a Polish
novelist and the 1924 laureate of the Nobel
Prize in Literature. His best-known work
is the award-winning four-volume novel
Chłopi (The Peasants).

2.Wisława Szymborska

Wisława Szymborska - was a Polish poet,
essayist, translator and recipient of the 1996
Nobel Prize in Literature. She was
described as a “Mozart of Poetry”.
Szymborska was awarded the 1996
Nobel Prize in Literature “for poetry
that with ironic precision allows the
historical and biological context
to come to light in fragments of
human reality”. Her work has been
translated into English and many
European languages, as well as into Arabic, Hebrew, Japanese
and Chinese.

3.Henryk Sienkiewicz

Henryk Sienkiewicz - was one of the most
popular Polish writers at the turn of the
19th and 20th centuries, who received
the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1905 for
his “outstanding merits as an epic writer.”
Sienkiewicz is best remembered for his
historical novels “With Fire and Sword”,
“The Deluge”, and “Fire in the Steppe” (The
Trilogy) set during the 17th-century PolishLithuanian Commonwealth, while internationally he is best
known for Quo Vadis, set in Nero’s Rome. The Trilolgy and Quo
Vadis have been filmed, the latter several times, with the 1951
version receiving most international recognition.
Agnieszka Wargin, Polish Coordinator
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LATVIA: OUR FOOTPRINT IN THE WORLD
‘Culture is the mainstay of our nation’s existence. One
thing is more than clear. For cultural life to flourish,
heritage and its continuity are of key importance.’
Žanete Jaunzeme-Grende,
Culture Minister of Latvia.
What comes to your mind when you hear word ‘heritage’?
These are objects, customs and qualities which are passed
down over many years within a nation. They are thought
of as something valuable and important which belongs to
all the people.
Latvia’s cultural and artistic traditions are centuries
old. Through trying times and political changes Latvia
managed to preserve and ensure the future for the
most crucial. For a long time, Latvia has been widely
known for the places you can
strengthen your breath. It
is generally recognized that
Rīga is the finest collection
of Art Nouveau/Jugendstyle
buildings in Europe.
Although this style has been
greatly influenced by German
and Austrian schools, Rīga has its own distinctive features.
There were settlements in the Old Town of local tribes,
the Līvs and the Cours. The place became a crossroad
for trade between east and west, increasingly richer and
more powerful. This economic success was matched by
great cultural achievements.
The best thing about Latvia is that it is so compact. It’s
500km of sandy beaches. They are easily reached from
historical town with its
medieval foundations and
art nouveau buildings.
Jūrmala is the biggest
Baltic resort to leave your
footprints on and make
an impression of a unique
charm of Jūrmala, hidden
in its long sandy beach and
coastal pine woods. The
resort treatment traditions
are based on local nature
resources – mineral water,
healing mud, healthy air
and climate.
The spirit of Jūrmala is
in the rich architectural
heritage of renovated wooden cottages decorated with
woodcarvings and coloured stained-glass windows. It is a
right place to hunt for amber on the Baltic Sea shore and
try your hand at amber polishing or jewelry making .
What is so significant of the Latvian word for amber
– ‘dzintars’? Latvian choral music is brought to audience

abroad by the Dzintars Choir; dance is presented by the
childen’s dance group ‘Dizntariņš’; the name of Latvian
main perfumery company is ‘Dzintars’; Latvians love to
put Dzintars cheese spread on the bread for breakfast. The
name is so common among those who live at the shore
of Dzintara jūra (Amber Sea). Amber has a special place
and unlike other precious stones, its absorbes body heat
and is easy to make. Latvian folk costumes preserve three
typical ethnographic items made of amber. They are called
‘kniepķeni’ – brouches and beads.
To get a feeling of green unspoiled countryside, the charm
of neatly tree-lined
roads, a sense of
portraying Latvia’s
scenery at its best,
you should leave
your footprints in
Latgale. It is the best
place to experience
an
authentic
country sauna, to
bake Latvian rye bread or make pottery.
Latvia is a land that sings. Through folksongs
(‘dainas’)
and classical choir songs are sung and take over the hearts
and minds of the entire nation.
For this reason Latvian Song and
Dance Festival is an important
event in Latvian cultural and social
life. Concerts and activities related
to the Festival have been held since
1873, normally every five years.
About 30,000 performers gather
to perform in Rīga at once. This is
when Latvians have the wellspring
of their national awareness – the
Song and Dance Festival.
All above is a treasure
beyond
imagination,
a
source of strength and pride.
Latvia’s heritage should
be preserved. So it will
effectively remain its capital
a romantic city of art and
architecture frozen in time
or should it move with the
rythm of modern life? The
world’s natural and cultural
heritage is disappearing fast
and we should work hard to
preserve it, to hand down to
the next generations.
Latvian team- teachers M.Micķeviča and L.Mačukāne

Denmark:
OUR footprint in the world
Lego

Let’s start with Lego; it was made
by a Danish man named Ole Kirk
Christiansen in 1949.
Today it’s world known and very
popular and almost every kid in the
world knows Lego.
At the start there was a limited type’s
variation of the bricks, but then time
a f t e r
time it got evolved and now
there are plenty of bricks and
possibilities to be creative.
And here is a Quick fact, if you take
8 bricks at 2x4 in same colour,
can you build over 915 millions
various types of forms.

Wind turbines

Now let’s go over to wind turbines, the windmill came to
Denmark about 1260 and then in 1700 it was throughout
in Denmark. Then in1891 a
physicist and a Danish folk
high school man (a school
where you can take different
courses and lessons) built a
“test mill”, and then about 10
years later it evolved to wind
powered power stations to
farms that wasn’t connected to
city-power stations and but also to batteries and production of
hydrogen to use of fuel.

Greenland

Like the Faroe Islands it belongs
to Denmark. From 1721 to 1913
Greenland was a colony, later
in 1913 there was a change in
the Constitution of Denmark
and that meant that Greenland
weren’t a colony anymore and was considered as a Danish
county.
H. C Andersen
Hans Christian Andersen is a world
known, Danish, poet and author. He was
born in April 2 1805
and he died in August 4
1875. Some of his most
knows histories are The
Ugly Duckling and The
Little Mermaid.

Carlsberg

The Carlsberg Group is a Danish beer company
founded in 1847 by J. C. Jacobsen after the
name of his son Carl. The first brew was finished
on 10 November 1847. Export of Carlsberg
beer began in 1868. In 2009 Carlsberg became
the 4th largest beer company in the world
employing around 45,000 people

Tycho Brahe
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Tycho Brahe was a Danish
professor and he studied
astronomical and planetary and
was the founder of the modern
observing astronomy. He saw
the importance to do systematic
and accurate measuring of
sky objects. Because of that he
created, with he’s instrument
maker, different types of
sight- and angle measuringinstruments. He was born 14 December 1546 and he died 24
October 1601 and is buried in Teyn-kirken.

Sydney
House

Opera

It was designed by the
Danish architect Jørn
Utzon in 1957 and they
began to build it in 1958
and it was finish in 1973.
It’s among the busiest
performing arts centres in the world, hosting over 1,500
performances each year attended by 1.2 million people. On 28
June 2007, it was made a UNESCO World Heritage Site. It’s one
of the 20th century’s most distinctive buildings and one of the
most famous performing arts centres in the world.

Handball

The team handball
game of today was
formed by the end of the
19th century in northern
Europe in Denmark,
Germany,
Norway
and Sweden. The first
written set of team handball rules was published in 1906 by the
Danish gym teacher, Holger Nielsen.
Handball is a team sport in which to teams of seven players
each and a game consists of two periods of 30 minutes. You are
playing with a ball which has resin on.

Viking

The Viking century goes
from year 800 to 1050.
Vikings was persons
from Scandinavia and
the Northern Germany.
It was here Denmark
really controlled many
countries and it was
a really good time for
Denmark. Most of the Vikings took out to other countries and
stole, raped and kill a lot of people. But it was not all of them,
there was like that, some was just farmers.
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